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PROJECT ‘AIR’

The last day of peace for the Soviet Union ahead of the devastating Nazi onslaught was Saturday, 21
June 1941. It was a beautiful summer’s day of clear blue skies. The young flocked to the parks to
celebrate their graduation from high school and a few weeks’ vacation before most headed to the armed
forces or the factories. The increased military draft was planned to put five million soldiers in uniform by
the end of the year. Despite the 1939 treaty with the Nazis, the Red Army’s strength was growing fast.
Stalin rightly did not trust Hitler. Regardless of his suspicion, under the terms of their agreement the last
train delivering raw materials to Germany departed the Soviet Union that evening as Stalin honoured his
side of the deal. Many of the army’s principal officers and pilots were absent from their posts on leave.

On the eve of the German invasion in June 1941, stationed in uncomfortable proximity to their new
frontier in former Poland were over a million raw Red Army soldiers, and behind them thousands of
aircraft parked neatly in rows on new airfields. But the German attack came at least a year before the
USSR was ready. Even after a decade of preparation, front-line military equipment still required
updating. Soviet factories were busy producing modern replacements for obsolete tanks, guns and planes,
but much work was still needed. The army and air force was still being trained, experienced officers were
in short supply and there was a chronic shortage of communication equipment. Further complication was
that the military had moved several hundreds of miles from previously well-prepared positions to
unprepared defences much further forward in former Polish territory. In the initial days of the attack, the
cohesion of the Red Army came apart and defeat stared Russia in the face.

Facing the Red Army across the frontier in similar numbers was the most powerful military force in
Europe. The German army was at the peak of confidence, having cut a bloody swathe across the
continent in lightning strikes. So far they had suffered minimal casualties along the way. Germany had
defeated France, on paper its most powerful opponent, in just six weeks. The Germans had developed a
tactic of mass encirclement that they hoped would lead to the rapid destruction of the Red Army and its
air force. They aimed to trap the bulk of their new opponent’s forces close to the frontier and quickly
destroy all resistance. Operation Barbarossa, the codename for the German offensive, was expected to
last a few weeks, at most three months. If all went as expected, the plan was to demobilise much of the
German armed forces by Christmas. Believing Russia had neither the will nor the capacity to resist, the
Germans initially deployed no more force than they had against France the previous summer.

After defeating the Russian military, the next stage of the Nazi plan was to dismember the Soviet
Union. The rich, industrialised west, as far as the Urals, would be cleared of its entire Slavic population
and resettled with Germanic people. The existing inhabitants would either be deported to the east to
starve or worked to death as slaves. It was a plan for extermination. From its very beginning, the war on
the Eastern Front was far more terrible than a clash of ideologies; it was a war to determine the survival
or total annihilation of the Russian people.



Few plans in war, however, survive much beyond the first contact with the enemy. The Germans had
underestimated the Soviet Union’s industrial development in the last decade. As they advanced, they
occupied what seemed to Hitler to be a country of giant abandoned armaments factories. The war
dragged on for weeks and then months, with no slackening in Red Army resistance. New types of tanks
and aircraft appeared on the battlefield or in the sky that in performance were the equal of or superior to
the German models. A single T-34 tank with a Trashutin-designed engine, arriving on the battlefield for
the first time, crushed an anti-tank gun, knocked out two German Panzers and left a nine-mile swathe of
destruction in its wake before the Germans were able to finally destroy it. The appearance of even one T-
34 terrified the German infantry, who had nothing in their armoury to stop it. Despite massive,
catastrophic losses in men and equipment in the first few weeks of the war, the Soviet Union was able to
mobilise new armies, equip them and stubbornly fight on. As the Germans advanced, the toll on front-
line Wehrmacht troops continually mounted. Cities such as Leningrad and Odessa resisted sieges for
weeks and months, tying down Wehrmacht soldiers in the rear. It started to dawn on the Germans that
they had begun a war of attrition against an enemy with vastly greater manpower resources and industrial
capacity. The further the Germans advanced, chasing the illusion of a victory, the more certain became
their eventual defeat.

’Ivan Diesel’

The Soviet Union had an evacuation plan for its key armaments industries, and this was executed
without a hitch as the German armies advanced into Russia. Equipment and workers were moved from
west to east, out of range of German bombers. Some 1,523 large factories were uprooted and put back
into production by the end of 1941. One of those was the giant Kharkov tank factory, whose engine
department was run by MIT graduate Ivan ‘Diesel’ Trashutin. His and his workers’ destination in the
evacuation was Chelyabinsk, east of the Urals, a plant built on the best American principles of mass
production. Trashutin had personally supervised the manufacture of its initial equipment in the United
States during his vacations from MIT. As planned, the new plant’s 24,000 workers absorbed a further
16,000 skilled evacuees from the Kharkov and Leningrad tank factories and swiftly ramped up output. In
this war of production, Trashutin used his American education and manufacturing equipment to build
more and better tank engines than the Germans. He powered the Soviet juggernaut as it advanced ever
forward from the gates of Moscow to victory in Berlin.1



Tankograd, 1942

•  •  •

Like all Muscovites, Shumovsky and his family heard his friend Molotov announce news of the German
invasion over the public loudspeaker system. The crowds were stunned and silent. Chaos and confusion
reigned during the next few weeks of the war. TsAGI had accumulated a mass of data on the combat
performance and vulnerabilities of German aircraft, but the VVS was initially in no position to make use
of it. Against the greater experience of the Germans in combat their tactics were ineffective. Given this
lack of know-how, Shumovsky and his team were mobilised for the war effort. On 17 September 1941,
Stalin was informed that ‘The Bureau of New Technology under TsAGI (the head of which is
Shumovsky) is engaged in the study of enemy aircraft. The Bureau has special brigades that, on
instructions from the People’s Commissar, leave for the crash site and investigate the design of enemy
aircraft and issue reports to our designers.’2

Such work would involve travelling close to the front, at times under enemy fire, in order to acquire as
much information as possible from downed enemy planes. Shumovsky received his first decoration for
this work. The intelligence was published in Express Information, a TsAGI publication recording in the
finest detail every development in German aviation recovered from downed aircraft. Captured examples
of planes that were still airworthy were test flown and the performance data recorded. The Bureau
highlighted significant innovations with technical drawings. As quickly as possible the team sent out all
the information to the design bureaux and the air force. The work was later expanded to include Allied
aircraft that came into Soviet hands, as well as all open and some secret intelligence from the UK and
US.

Shumovsky’s other role was to continue his work to eliminate the design and manufacturing problems
with new Soviet planes exposed by combat. On 29 September 1941, he wrote a letter accompanied by a
report on ‘the elimination of some deficiencies in the design of the LaGG-3, identified in the
investigation of accidents and the destruction of riveted seams in the Pe-2’.3 Both the fighter and the light
bomber had just come into production. Work continued up to the last minute even as the battle for
Smolensk – a city termed ‘the gateway to Moscow’ – ended in late September 1941. Following the fall of
Smolensk, just 250 miles from the capital, the German army followed Napoleon’s route to Moscow, even
crossing the battlefield of Borodino. It was only a matter of days before the authorities gave the order to
evacuate TsAGI.

But surrender was never on Stalin’s agenda. On 7 November 1941, while the Germans edged forward
through the mud towards Moscow, he staged as an act of defiance the traditional Red Square military
parade. Moscow was now under martial law. Frozen Muscovites read daily of the great battles as the Red
Army tried everything to block the advance. The rains that had slowed the German armoured columns in



seas of mud had stopped, and the winter freeze started early that year. The tanks had picked up their
pace. German air raids on Moscow left the streets deserted as soon as dusk fell. Intrepid souls spent their
nights on the rooftops ready to deal with the incendiary bombs that were the Luftwaffe’s primary
weapon. The city was well defended from air attack with searchlights, barrage balloons and massed
batteries of anti-aircraft guns. Squadrons of factory-fresh Soviet fighters dominated the skies during the
day, ensuring each Luftwaffe visit was a painful exercise for the Germans. In the general population, a
sense of fatalism was commonplace and soon many abandoned even heading to air raid shelters when the
alert sounded. Thousands of noncombatants had been mobilised to build three giant lines of earthworks
as the last defence line. Meanwhile, the city emptied as essential workers and the foreign embassies were
evacuated. Stalin stayed in Moscow.

•  •  •

Since the start of the war there had been rounds of meetings in the Kremlin lasting almost all day and
night as a solution was sought to the problem of getting more tanks and planes to the front. Despite the
loss of some factories, armaments production overall had increased as planned. The aviation and tank
factories had been saved by moving them to the east, but now the Soviet Union was using up its
stockpiles of essential raw materials at an alarming rate. There would soon be no more aluminium alloys
left to make new aircraft or molybdenum for armour plate. New supplies were needed, and quickly. The
British were the first to offer help, and then the Americans lifted the moral embargo on selling war
materials to Russia imposed after the bombing of Helsinki in November 1939. The system was ‘take and
pay’, and so the Soviet Union, having no cash, had to use gold and other minerals to buy planes and
aluminium. Under the terms of the US Neutrality Act, the Russians had to pay in advance for their
purchases and arrange delivery in their own ships.

In July 1941, using the funds released from their frozen American bank accounts, the Russians bought
a few badly needed fighter planes. Next, in early September 1941 the crew of the 1937 transpolar flight
were among the first Russians sent into the Oval Office to ask President Roosevelt for help. Major
General Mikhail Gromov, following the Russian tradition of never visiting without a gift, and knowing
that FDR was a collector, had brought the President a rare postage stamp.4 In return, he had a favour to
ask. He had arrived with a delegation on board two flying boats to test fly all the best American military
aircraft, having been promised before setting out on the hazardous journey from Moscow that they could
buy the best America had to offer, the Boeing B-17 Flying Fortress and Lockheed’s twin-engined fighter
the Lightning.

In an account of his second trip to America, Gromov described his pivotal meeting with the President.
In reply to Roosevelt’s questions about his journey, he gave his impressions about the stunningly lax
levels of security at the unprotected US military bases he had visited. He had been surprised to meet
Japanese and German nationals working at the facilities. There were no anti-aircraft guns in position, or
signs of enhanced security.

FDR spared plenty of time for the Russians, greeting them like old friends. He was sympathetic to the
Soviets’ plight and agreed to supply any aircraft they wanted – except those they had been promised. The
B-17 was endowed with top secret equipment, namely the Norden bomb sight. Although it was an open
secret that the Germans had already acquired the Norden in 1938, the President explained that Congress
had forbidden the sale, insisting that the expensive bomb sight must not fall into enemy hands. Based on
information from Smilg, Shumovsky had already reported the tightening of security that followed the
Norden theft. Gromov had heard the same story throughout his meetings in Washington. He returned
angrily to the Soviet Union in November without being able to order either the strategic bomber or the
modern fighter he had been promised.5

After these twin failures, another approach was needed. On 1 October FDR’s special ambassador,
Averell Harriman, met with Stalin in Moscow and gave fresh, extravagant assurances of the aid that the



Soviet Union could now expect from the United States. The credit financing known as Lend Lease began
in mid-October 1941; it lasted until the end of the war. The Soviet Union would be able to buy on credit
whatever they needed to continue the fight.

During the course of the war, the Soviet Union was to suffer over twenty-five million casualties. The
US advanced it just under $11 billion in credit, in comparison to the $31 billion sent to Great Britain.
Seventeen and a half million tons of supplies were shipped to Russia – including, of vital importance to
winning the war, the raw materials to manufacture planes and aviation fuel.

To manage the process, the Soviets turned to those with most experience in dealing with Americans,
the MIT alumni. One senior member of the Soviet Purchasing Commission sent to the US in late 1941
was the now Colonel Stanislav Shumovsky.6 Under the provisions of Lend Lease, Shumovsky’s
commission bought over 13,000 American-built military aircraft. Of those eventually delivered to the
Soviet Union, 4,746 were of just one type, the Bell P-39 Airacobra fighter.

•  •  •

Conditions in Moscow were deteriorating fast. In four short months of the war, civil society to the west
of the capital had virtually collapsed under the pressure of the German attack. The economy had ceased
to function. Regular supplies of food to the city had stopped – as, with winter approaching, had fuel
supplies. The invader had conquered a vast swathe of the country including much of the productive
agricultural land. An estimated sixteen million refugees displaced from their homes were fleeing east.
The massive plan to relocate factories and key workers out of harm’s way to the east was in full swing,
monopolising the railways. Otherwise, supplies to the armed forces took precedence. In Moscow, the
search for food and fuel occupied the majority of daylight hours, while the nights were sleepless with the
incessant crash of exploding bombs and answering anti-aircraft fire. Eventually, in October 1941, TsAGI
was evacuated to far-off Kazan, some 500 miles east of Moscow, to continue its work.7 The evacuees,
taking a few possessions, left the city by a slow train and then travelled by boat down the Volga to
Tatarstan. Shumovsky’s family was evacuated with them, although he himself did not travel on what was
termed the ‘science train’, after the profession of its passengers. He had other orders.

Unsure what the future held, Stan bid tense farewells to his family, including his eleven-year-old son,
at Moscow railway station. Much as he might want to, Colonel Shumovsky was too old at the age of
forty to return to active military service, even if his earlier crash-related injuries had allowed him to do
so. Instead it had been his old friend Gaik Ovakimian, now head of global S&T for Soviet intelligence,
who suggested on 15 October that Stan must be sent back to America for further espionage work.

With his family safely departed, Shumovsky left the blacked-out capital city, ready to abandon science
once again to return to the invisible front in the service of the motherland. He was about to embark on a
long and potentially highly dangerous journey back to the United States.

As a former official of the Air Ministry (People’s Commissariat), with a thorough understanding of
aircraft mass production as well as being the Soviet expert on American planes and their manufacturers,
Shumovsky was essential to the success of the Purchasing Commission. He spoke English like an
American, knew the key players and got business done. He was to help organise American support for
the Soviet war effort in the air, selecting the type of aircraft and ensuring the timely and smooth delivery
of the supplies necessary to keep the Red air force, the VVS, in the fight.

There was no one at AMTORG like Stan, with sufficient aviation expertise and understanding of
Americans and American business to oil the wheels. Many of the Russians sent to the US in the early
period of panic did not even speak English, let alone understand America. A culture clash had developed
between the desperate Russians and American businessmen awash with orders they could not fulfil.
Bureaucracy on both sides was causing delay and confusion. Aircraft ordered in America were arriving
in Russia without propellers, machine guns or spares. Parts of the same order from America’s West



Coast factories would come to Vladivostok, while East Coast plants would ship to Murmansk, 8,000
miles away. It was well-intentioned chaos.

Stan had a second mission. Ovakimian wanted to revive and perhaps expand the BLÉRIOT espionage
network that had dissipated with neglect since Shumovsky’s return to the USSR two years previously.
The Purchasing Commission role was his cover. The Commission was known by the appropriate NKVD
codename STORE.8 Ovakimian and the head of intelligence, Fitin, merged the existing S&T effort into
STORE to create a vastly bigger intelligence-gathering machine operating in a dozen separate industries.
Aviation, under Shumovsky’s leadership, would be the largest line in terms of manpower, and the most
successful regarding the material gathered. Stan was the brains, the architect. As a top scientist and
expert on new technology, he could direct the sub-agents in the factories to the most vital secrets.9

Shumovsky’s departure was delayed by a major German and Finnish ground offensive aimed at
capturing Murmansk and other nearby ports. The Axis plan was to cut the Soviet Union off from the
outside world by controlling these key points. Only after fierce fighting was the attack beaten back so
that he and his party were able to board a British cruiser, HMS Kenya, which was escorting a joint
British and Russian convoy. The ships’ destination was Kirkwall in the Orkney Islands of Scotland
(although the convoy dispersed after passing Iceland). Honouring Churchill’s promise, the British had
recently begun running small convoys twice a month to Arkhangelsk, bringing their new and unlikely
ally a trickle of much-needed weapons and armaments.10

The sea voyage to Scotland was long and fraught, taking the convoy around the entire coast of
German-occupied Norway. The only route brought the slow-moving ships directly into the path of
German air, submarine and surface forces, and the journey would later become the most dangerous
convoy passage in the war. But these early convoys caught the Germans unprepared and Shumovsky’s
ship slipped through unscathed. In late November 1941, the convoy’s primary battle was with the severe
winter weather, including storms, fog and drift ice, in near constant darkness. Describing his return to the
Soviet Union by the same cruiser that took Stan to Scotland, Gromov reported riding out sixty-foot
waves in one storm.11 When in the midst of a storm the cruiser hit a mine just off Iceland, his party was
ordered to prepare to abandon ship for lifeboats. They all knew they would not survive long in a small
boat in the freezing sea. Gromov described the experience as the most terrifying of his adventurous life.
Luckily the damage was light, and the ship was able to continue its voyage. The fragile nature of life on
the wartime convoys was revealed when Gromov watched in horror a British sailor washed overboard to
his death by a massive wave. There was no attempt to turn back or start a search; the water was so cold
the unfortunate man had no chance of survival.12

The first experimental convoys were small but very slow, sailing at only twelve knots. The journey to
Scotland took two weeks. QP-3 included four Soviet ships for the return leg to Britain, joining the
inbound convoy that had brought British tanks to be used in the counter-offensive around Moscow. Two
of the Soviet ships had to turn back with mechanical difficulties, delaying some members of the
Commission. After a week at sea, the convoy dispersed and the larger Navy escort vessels sailed off for
other duties. The first stage of Stan’s journey was over.

The German advance on Moscow stalled in the snow and ice on 2 December 1941, still fifteen miles
short of its objective. Three days later, fifty-eight fresh battalions of Soviet troops launched a massive
counter-offensive outside the gates of Moscow that cracked the German front apart, driving the invaders
back hundreds of miles. Meanwhile a more challenging journey now awaited Shumovsky’s party, across
the bitter battlefield of the North Atlantic. Because the British team at Bletchley Park had broken the
German naval codes earlier in the summer, the British Admiralty could use the intelligence gained to
track the location of most U-boats and steer convoys away from them. But the threat of attack remained.

•  •  •



On 7 December the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor; on 11 December, Hitler declared war on the USA,
and U-boats were deployed to attack unprotected American shipping along the Atlantic coast. With their
eyes fixed on the dramatic events in the Pacific, the US Navy had not introduced even the simplest
defensive measures after war broke out. There were no organised convoys or escorts; even a coastal
blackout for merchant ships had not been enforced. The vast number of easy targets was a magnet for the
U-boats away from more challenging targets in the Atlantic convoys. One U-boat operated undisturbed
in New York bay for weeks, sinking ships at will.

In Scotland, a large party of Russians prepared to board a small Atlantic convoy gathering in the Firth
of Clyde to set sail for Halifax, Nova Scotia. Now that luxury liners no longer plied the route to New
York at high speed, Halifax was the main Atlantic coast port where convoys destined for Britain
assembled. Ports along the Clyde and their docks had suffered from extensive Luftwaffe attacks, the
towns bearing the scars of regular bombing raids. While the docks still functioned, most of the nearby
housing had been destroyed; over 500 civilian deaths had been incurred in one attack on Clydebank
alone. The famous shipbuilding centre and others like it were the keys to Britain’s survival. The U-boat
blockade threatened to starve the country into defeat unless Britain built merchant ships more quickly
than the Germans could sink them. The visiting Russians commented that Britain showed many visible
signs of the two years of bomb attacks. A blackout was rigorously enforced. There were few men to be
seen on the streets, and the number of mobilised women in uniform surprised the Russians.

Stan and his party were to sail in a two-vessel convoy with returning Canadian troops. They travelled
on an old Norwegian liner SS Bergensfjord, which had been in New York when Norway was invaded
and had since been converted to carry over a thousand soldiers.13 For its return voyages to the New
World the ship was near empty, sailing westward with a protective escort of just one British armed
merchantman. The convoy’s greatest security was the awful weather, which kept the U-boats at bay;
because they travelled on the surface, German submarines avoided operating in the fierce Atlantic winter
storms.

The journey was nothing like the luxury of his trip a decade previously on SS Europa. Instead of
bright lights and entertainment, limitless food and drink, the Bergensfjord travelled in darkness with few
comforts. The fear was of a sudden torpedo attack and if lucky an evacuation to the lifeboats. For the
Norwegian crew, in exile from their occupied homeland, the second day out from port was Christmas
Day, but for all on board there seemed little to celebrate. The grand alliance that would liberate their
country was taking shape, but victory seemed as far away as ever. For the Russians, New Year was the
great holiday, but that night the party had much to reflect on – their families left behind, the desperate
life-and-death struggle across a thousand-mile front and the battles to come.

•  •  •

Shumovsky and the other Russians cleared US immigration in Halifax on 2 January 1942.14 In the
Purchasing Commission party heading to Washington with him were Colonel (later Major General)
Sergey Piskunov, Ivan Kramarenko (the senior technical specialist), Valentin Bakhtin (an aviation
instrumentation specialist) and Pyotr Belyaev (the armaments specialist). Piskunov was a much-
decorated Civil War hero, a veteran of ‘special operations’, in other words the ruthless suppression of
opponents. A tough, no-nonsense soldier, his role was to knock heads together. Belyaev was an aviation
engineer and a long-term source for the BLÉRIOT network, working under the codename
MIKHAILOV.15 He had relevant experience in America, for while he had been employed as an inspector
at Lockheed/Douglas, he talent-spotted the key recruit York (NEEDLE) as an agent. Like Shumovsky he
was travelling to perform jobs for both the Purchasing Commission and the secret service.

The party was to travel to Washington by train from New York, which they found entirely unchanged
by the war. The Broadway lights were still on, as bright as ever, and the city was a wall of noise. The
Russians were disorientated by the hubbub of city life, the sounds of trucks and overland railways



amplified by the tall buildings. The noise never stopped, day or night. But America’s mood had changed
since 1938, when Stan had last been there. The news and photos of the Pearl Harbor attack had created a
desire for vengeance and a marked upsurge in patriotism. In response to the 2,400 deaths of American
servicemen, the President had proposed to Congress the declaration of war on Japan. A nation previously
divided over the issue of intervening in a foreign war swung united behind a policy of forcing
unconditional surrender on its enemies. Hitler saved Congress the trouble of a debate by declaring war on
America.

The Russians and the Americans were now – in theory – friends. But in the short term, America’s
arrival in the war was an added complication, making the arduous task of acquiring large numbers of
aircraft for the Soviet Union near impossible. The country was mobilising and rearming. Every plane that
came off the assembly line was needed for America’s war in the Pacific and Western Europe. Great
Britain was first in the queue for any surplus aircraft. The challenge for Stan’s commission was how to
gain anyone’s attention to get aircraft for the Soviet Union.

There was time for a catch-up meeting in New York with old friend Semyon Semyonov, soon to be the
new head of S&T, and Vasily Zarubin, codenamed MAXIM, the new chief of the New York Rezidentura
following the arrest of Ovakimian.fn1 Many Soviet citizens had been trapped in the US at the outbreak of
hostilities and were desperate to return to the Soviet Union.16 One experienced intelligence officer could
not be persuaded to stay in the US and returned to lead a partisan group in occupied Soviet territory.
Others seeking to get home on convoys tragically died with their whole families in German attacks.
Everyone in the New York Rezidentura was desperate for news from home, especially about the counter-
offensive at the gates of Moscow. Semyonov’s home city, Odessa, had fallen to Axis forces after a long
and bitter siege on 16 October 1941 and he was anxious for any news.

The New York Rezidentura team told Stan that conditions for espionage had worsened since his
departure in early 1939. All operations on the XY line had been deactivated following the arrest of
Ovakimian on 5 May 1941 and placed on hold for two months. Since then, as the Russians saw it,
conditions of work on the XY line had become much more challenging. The US economy was finally
enjoying an upswing with the ‘Defense Boom’. Improved job security meant fewer recruits for the
Soviets. The US had become the ‘Arsenal of Democracy’, selling arms to the Western Allies and China
at the same time as it rearmed. Belatedly the Americans had become security conscious; there were more
American intelligence and counter-intelligence operations aimed at foreign agents. FBI teams were
camped outside AMTORG. At the time the FBI deployed about fifty agents on surveillance operations
against suspected Russian spies in New York; they used methods that later proved effective against the
Ku Klux Klan.17

With the signing of its pact with Germany in 1939, the Soviets had joined the top tier of foreign
powers of extreme interest to the FBI. The outbreak of war in Europe had kick-started a ‘spy-mania’
which now gripped America’s imagination. Stan learned that several of his long-term sources were
refusing to cooperate. Ben Smilg would provide no information at all, although fortuitously he had not
revealed to the authorities Harry Gold’s clumsy attempt to blackmail him as he felt it would be
‘detrimental to the whole Jewish race’.18 Semyonov raged at Smilg’s ingratitude, for without Soviet
financial support in paying for his education Smilg would be working on the lingerie floor of a
department store.19 York had gone completely off the rails, causing much alarm when he disappeared
from his home in 1940. He was now divorced, and his bitter ex-wife suggested he was spending money
on his other women.20 He had appeared at AMTORG to report that he had apparently been interviewed
by US Naval Intelligence about his meetings with Stan. It was believed that as York had not been
arrested, he should no longer be trusted. Shumovsky’s programme of admitting engineers to MIT to carry
out espionage had been all set to continue after his departure; on his advice, the Soviet deputy
ambassador Andrey Gromyko, a future longest-serving foreign minister, and even head of state, had



written personally to Karl Compton to request approval for a further intake of five students to MIT in
September 1941.21 The war forced a temporary postponement of the plan.fn2

As a telegram from Moscow made clear, Zarubin had one further delicate mission to fulfil. Moscow
Centre had telegraphed ahead to say that BLÉRIOT was returning for a short business trip and something
should be said to him in the course of a ‘friendly conversation’ about the dangers of dalliances with
women. A sex scandal had rocked the New York Rezidentura. In breach of security arrangements,
Yershov (GLAN) had begun an affair with an American and had got her pregnant. Moscow Centre
wanted all their agents in the field to be on their best behaviour.22

•  •  •

The Soviet party’s final destination was Washington, now a crowded city with its population doubling to
one million during wartime as workers, mostly women, flocked to the city to take on new jobs in the
expanding administration. Politics had overtaken business as the controlling force in America for the
duration of the war; business had to perform its civic duty, and the government was now the major
customer in town. With only one theatre showcasing touring companies, Washington lacked the
attractions of New York. It was a quiet, low-rise city with little industry. The visiting Russians were
puzzled that the city’s excellent museums with expensively acquired art collections were nearly always
empty while the cinemas were always packed.

The headquarters of the Purchasing Commission was 1610 Park Road, NW Washington, an address
selected to keep its leadership close to the politicians. The first task of the arriving members was to sort
out the problems encountered by the previous group and find a new way to unblock the supply log-jam.
The angry Russians had met their match when dealing with Washington bureaucracy. They came from a
system where if the leader ordered that aircraft should be delivered, it happened. Washington had ways
and means of pouring sand into the machine, whatever the President might want. Few in Washington
initially shared Roosevelt’s belief that the Soviet Union could survive the Nazi onslaught for more than a
few weeks or months. Many in the War Department believed America risked losing its secrets to its
enemies or dissipating its resources on wasteful aid to an ally that was likely before long to surrender.

The Commission soon realised that to fulfil their mission the direct approach had to change. They
were now in a town of influence peddling, compromises, back channels and deals over dinners. Out went
the military uniforms, to be replaced with smart suits. Stan coached the career Soviet soldiers in the
nuances of American manners and ways of doing business, informing them that America worked on a
system of personal relationships and recommendations. General Belyaev, the overall head of the
Commission, and Shumovsky spent their evenings swapping hunting stories with bureaucrats and jokes
with politicians, finding this a far more effective way of getting business done than banging tables at
angry meetings. The Commission leaders’ charm offensive gradually secured allies in Congress and the
administration. It was never going to be an easy task, but it would get easier once the Red Army became
winners on the battlefield.

Initially, the pressure from Moscow was for planes, and any American planes would do. Some simply
had to be delivered as a symbol that Russia was not fighting alone. The decision was taken to buy what
could be delivered immediately. This turned out to be the ineffective Curtiss-Wright Kittyhawk, of which
the US and Britain had a large surplus stock. The plane had been designed by a committee to be a multi-
purpose aircraft and in combat was soon found not to be particularly good at anything. The main issues
were its light armament and poor manoeuvrability. As the Soviets faced the renewed German spring and
summer offensive into southern Russia in 1942, every available aircraft was desperately needed at the
front.

The goal of the German offensive was to capture the Caucasus oilfields and knock Russia out of the
war. Over the dinner tables of Washington, a different offensive was being fought to win a broad
coalition of support to supply more and better planes. Many American armchair generals were quick to



offer opinions that the Soviet Union was doomed. The frustration of these conversations and the resulting
painfully slow progress contrasted with the action on the ground, where two of Russia’s greatest cities –
Leningrad and Stalingrad – were now under siege. One debate between two American army officers in
front of a Russian diplomat demonstrated the ignorance of decision makers about events in Russia:
‘When Byrd spoke about the urgent need for medicines given the scale of fighting by the Red Army in
Stalingrad, Colonel Pink said in a retort that our battles in the Solomon Islands are much greater than
Stalingrad, and therefore we must first of all take care of our army.’ Soviet casualties in the Battle of
Stalingrad were 1,129,619, of whom 650,878 were sick or wounded; by comparison total Allied
casualties in the Solomon Islands campaign amounted to 10,600 dead. Shumovsky explained to the team
it was a long game. The Soviets needed to keep smiling and gradually build a coalition of personal
relationships.

The decision was taken on Shumovsky’s advice to concentrate future purchases with a few top aircraft
manufacturers who had the proven capacity to deliver scores of planes on time, and to eliminate from the
debate many small companies. The chosen manufacturers were Bell, Douglas, Curtiss-Wright and
Republic. The Commission selected just a few models, deciding to stick wherever possible with those
planes for the duration of the war. The Russians would work with the manufacturer to suggest
improvements straight from the battlefield, based on combat experience. By concentrating on a few
models the challenges presented by logistical supply and ground crew training would be minimised.
Aircraft, especially in combat, wear out quickly and require frequent maintenance, and a plane could be
rendered moribund if a missing spare part was thousands of miles away when suddenly required on the
Eastern Front. There were also the peculiarities of the battle conditions of the Soviet Union – including
the extreme cold – which demanded the making of adjustments to planes. Battlefield conditions in Russia
were rough. The planes had to be robust. The Russians always found the planes supplied undergunned
and underprotected, requiring much further work to modify them on arrival.

The most important changes were to the engines. The Soviet Union had very little high-octane fuel for
thirsty aviation motors, and what fuel they did have tended to be dirtier than the American equivalent.
Eventually, under Lend Lease the Allies would supply half of the Soviets’ need, around 1.5 million tons
of clean high-octane fuel.

The air war on the Eastern Front was itself of a different character from that fought in the skies over
Western Europe. It was highly tactical, with dogfights at close range and low altitude. Fighters and dive
bombers were deployed in support of attacking ground forces rather than acting independently as a
strategic bombing force. The advantage in choosing the time and altitude of encounters lay with the
attacking side. As the Red Army advanced, thousands of Il-2 Shturmovik ground attack aircraft were
deployed as mobile artillery and tank busters. Fighters, including American-supplied Airacobras, were
used in vast air armies to protect the ground attack aircraft. Luftwaffe fighters were forced to confront the
Soviet air force at a time, place and height of the Russians’ choosing in order to protect German troops
under attack on the ground. The Soviet goal in combat was not to shoot down enemy fighters per se, but
to frighten them off to allow the army and ground attack aircraft to do their work unmolested. Fast
bombers attacked targets such as airfields, troop concentrations, and supplies in the enemies’ rear. The
result was to allow the VVS to achieve superiority in numbers and gain control, first in sectors, then
eventually across the whole Eastern Front.

In the skies of Western Europe, the British and Americans were fighting a high-altitude war of round-
the-clock strategic bombing, or saturation bombing of industrial towns. In the early days of the war in the
East, the Russians found strategic bombing expensive and hence an ineffective use of scarce resources
and pilots. The Soviet 1941 propaganda revenge raids on Berlin resulted in little but symbolic damage
and high casualties in the crews and planes. Regarding numbers of planes downed, the Luftwaffe was
matched and then destroyed on the Eastern Front from mid-1943 onwards. In the battles over the Kuban
pocket, the VVS achieved decisive superiority in numbers and in the quality of its planes from late 1943,



as the types of planes the Purchasing Commission had envisaged back in early 1942 were delivered in
bulk.

To the Soviets, it seemed that the Americans had only committed to supplying Russia with scores of
aircraft once it became convinced that victory was inevitable. When the Soviets needed aid, it had not
been forthcoming. It was only after the crushing Soviet victory in February 1943 at Stalingrad that
suddenly American fighters were being supplied in large numbers. Now, though, with hundreds of newly
built planes being flown along the newly constructed air bridge from Alaska via Siberia to Moscow – a
journey that took five days – the proportion of American fighters deployed on the front line by the
Soviets reached 17 per cent by 1944, a very significant contribution.

To achieve this level of supply, the approach the Commission adopted was to integrate American
aviation factories into their established delivery methods. Unlike other buyers of American aircraft, the
Soviets were very closely involved during the production process. They insisted on having their own
engineers on site in America to supervise every stage of construction. Planes had often failed to meet
expectations on arrival and there were no facilities in Russia where faults could be remedied. The
American manufacturers appreciated that the Russians had to achieve an intimate understanding of the
aircraft they were putting into combat. They were very welcoming to their Soviet guests – who were,
after all, their best customers – and built close friendships.

The Russians in turn provided detailed feedback on the combat performance of the American planes.
Several of the Soviet engineers posted to American factories had front-line experience or were test pilots
with valuable knowledge to pass on. Learning the benefit of Stan’s 1937 public relations exercise, the
Russians sent aces from the battle front on extensive tours of American aircraft factories to thank the
workers personally for their contribution to victory. It was a means of uniting pilot and factory worker in
the struggle against Nazism. Russians insisted on the handover of the planes destined for the Eastern
Front at the plant, so ‘receiver engineers’ were brought in their hundreds from Russia to work in US
factories. In the process, these workers learned new skills and manufacturing methods that proved
transferable to Soviet factories.

There were three main delivery routes for the planes from America to Russia. The first was the highly
risky western route via the convoys across the Atlantic, then on to the Arctic. Losses of ships and their
cargoes in the early years of the war were daunting. A second, safer route was built overland to the
Caucasus from Iran. Eventually, the most efficient way proved to be the transpolar air bridge from
Alaska to Siberia. A series of intermediate airfields were built across Siberia in 1942 and air transport
divisions created to fly the planes from Fairbanks in Alaska to the front. A direct route ran from the
factories of the US, located as they now were in virtually every state, to a new giant air force base in the
remote north-west at Great Falls, Montana. Planes were either assembled at Great Falls or flown there
before being loaded with supplies and dispatched on the journey to Fairbanks, and on to the heart of the
USSR.

•  •  •

The prospects for Shumovsky’s secret mission seemed in worse shape than his work with the
Commission. As he discussed with his colleagues in New York, the environment for espionage since his
departure in 1939 had toughened. With his aviation espionage network having withered through neglect,
his initial efforts to rebuild were driven by extreme urgency. The NKVD’s New York office had sent no
reports on the state of US aviation for two years. Using the Purchasing Commission as cover,
Shumovsky started gathering a vast amount of the technical information that had been so sorely missed.
Within two months the flow of publications to Moscow had been re-established.23 He began by supplying
in bulk documents with the lowest level of classification, shipping over 700 confidential and secret items
to Moscow by March 1942 via the People’s Commissariat (Ministry) of Foreign Trade. These included
the Army and Navy Air Force standards for aircraft.24 By November he had shipped a further large



tranche of secret reports, including the SAE (Society of Automotive Engineers) Standards Board
specifications for all engineering tools used in aviation manufacture and ‘all reports of the air forces on
tests of planes, motors, assemblies, and materials. The total of reports is over 600 for the period 1938–
1942.’ Shumovsky next promised to source all the missing NACA reports from 1938 to 1942.
Additionally, he forwarded all the technical specifications he had received from US aircraft assemblers,
component suppliers and machine tool makers. There were many advantages to being the third largest
customer in town (after the US Army Air Force and the British Empire). Stan reported that between 1941
and 1942, of every one hundred planes built in America, fifteen were Lend-Leased, three sold to allies
and eighty-two delivered to the US military. He was the spider at the centre of a vast information web.
And the Soviets had one other advantage: Ray Bennett’s old contact, Nathan Silvermaster, had gained a
position at the US War Production Board and was telling the Russians exactly how many planes were
manufactured each month and where they were going. The breadth of intelligence Moscow received on
aircraft production was perhaps better even than that supplied to Roosevelt. As they were doing the bulk
of the fighting and receiving little of the equipment, Russian resentment grew.

•  •  •

While Shumovsky was succeeding, his fellow MIT alumni Semyonov, Novikov and Yershov were
finding excuses. Ovakimian, now head of global S&T in Moscow, was very unhappy. As the former
head of the New York Rezidentura and an indefatigable worker, he knew what could be achieved. He
wrote a stinging telegram to MAXIM, the current head of the Rezidentura, on 25 June 1942, sparing only
Shumovsky from criticism:

Results on the tech. line are unsatisfactory. There should be 3 operatives working – TWAIN, GLAN, and
LAUREL. GLAN and LAUREL don’t do anything. TWAIN is not functioning at full capacity. Inadequate training
and management of sources, departure of agents and decline in activity. For my part, I think that the most
important aspects of this work should be transferring active probationers to illegal connections using such group
handlers as GOOSE, BLACK et al., seeking out new candidates capable of providing us with materials on defence-
related topics, and engaging in political education work with everyone – our comrades as well as probationers.
CHARON does not understand his assignments, even though the XY is primary in his area. LINK is not working.25

The pressure for results was intense.
With the Americans belatedly becoming security conscious, the FBI had finally installed officers at

each key factory, research facility and government office. Workers in sensitive industries were briefed
about the dangers of espionage. Large new aircraft factories were even built without windows; there were
security checkpoints, and ID was inspected. The Careless Talk campaign launched by the US War
Department effectively linked Allied losses with ‘loose lips’. In the face of such heightened security,
Shumovsky adapted his methods. Arranging to have himself appointed a liaison officer to the USAAF,
he was given a letter from the State Department demanding the bearer be given unimpeded access to all
areas. The fox was in the hen house.

It was Hollywood and the US government who had unwittingly come to Stan’s rescue once again. The
administration had launched an effective propaganda campaign to rally support in America for their allies
the Russians. In a series of films made by Frank Capra called Why We Fight, the episode entitled ‘The
Battle for Russia’ was by far and away the strongest. Any potential political problems were sidestepped,
and the word ‘communism’ was not mentioned. Instead, the film’s focus was on the heroism of the
ordinary Russian people in their life-and-death struggle with Nazism. The American audience was not
spared footage of the victims of Nazi atrocities. In one striking scene, the narrator explained to the public
that the burnt bodies on the screen were not animals but massacred Russian children slaughtered by the
retreating Germans.



Joseph E. Davies, the former US ambassador to the Soviet Union, sold 700,000 copies of his book on
his experiences in Moscow. It was later made by Warner Brothers into a strongly pro-Soviet film entitled
Mission to Moscow. Fellow film studio RKO’s 1943 The North Star, featuring top American stars in the
role of partisans from a collective farm fighting off the Nazis, was nominated for six Oscars. MGM’s
1944 romantic adventure Song of Russia was later heavily criticised by the House Un-American
Activities Committee (HUAC) for its unrealistic portrayal of the Soviet Union. When a glossy edition of
Life magazine focused on the sacrifices of the Russian people, Stalin kept a copy in his archive.
Surprised to learn that Americans were putting an individual bay leaf in each of the millions of cans of
pork exported to feed his armies, he asked the question in the margin ‘is this true?’ From 1941 onwards,
Americans were bombarded with tales of the heroic Russian people’s fight on behalf of everyone’s
freedom, which must be supported at all costs. The message was clear: if Russia goes under we will all
be defeated.

•  •  •

On 29 July 1942, the NKVD in New York, responding to complaints, reported back to Moscow that
since the start of the war in Europe, and especially after 7 December 1941 – when America actively
joined the war – working conditions on the XY line had undergone a radical change. They noticed that
‘feelings of patriotism have grown’, which presented a problem not only when cultivating new
candidates but when working with long-time agents as well.

A significant factor is a significant rise in activity among counterintelligence and police agencies. The increase in
the average American’s vigilance as a result of propaganda in the press, film, and radio against the activities of
foreign agents has to do with this same factor. Compared to how it was before the war, there has been a radical
change in the methods of storing documents and working drawings. The procedure for gaining access to factories
has become significantly more complicated, not only for foreigners but for Americans as well. Workers and
managers who are offered jobs at defense plants are carefully vetted by the FBI and counter-intelligence agencies.

The means and opportunities for travel across the country have become significantly more complicated.
Surveillance has increased so much that travel without official reasons to cities such as San Diego, Los Angeles,
Norfolk, and so forth, is completely unthinkable. Even to go to Boston, Rochester, or Chicago, one must be on
official business of some kind that can serve as an entirely logical reason for the trip. When buying a ticket to the
West Coast, they write down the name and address, and the conductor does the same thing when he checks the
ticket. It is practically impossible to get airplane tickets, especially on the day of the trip, and there is no question
that all passengers are carefully checked.26

It had become clear that the Purchasing Commission was a better cover for S&T information gathering
than AMTORG. Shumovsky had successfully adapted his methods to wartime conditions while others
had not. His role as liaison officer with the USAAF allowed him access to all secure facilities, including
NACA and the secret air force base at Wright Field. At some point in late 1942, he managed to secure
himself a position at Wright Field, becoming more familiar with the goings-on than many Americans
stationed there. Under the auspices of the Purchasing Commission, he installed a hand-picked qualified
Russian engineer in each of the major aircraft factories supplying Russia as an information conduit and
agent gatherer. At least two of these engineers, Raina (known as Shevchenko) at Bell and Belyaev at
Douglas, were experienced spies. As supervisor in chief and in possession of the ultimate security pass,
Shumovsky could travel anywhere with a driver supplied by the US government. He could even meet
with his old agents. As the New York Rezidentura informed Moscow Centre, ‘BLÉRIOT is meeting with
LEVER [Benjamin Smilg] in an attempt to restore the friendly relations that had once existed between
them. It is difficult to meet. However, b/c LEVER was drafted into the Armed Forces, and walks around
in an officer’s uniform.’27

Stan rose to the challenge, arranging to bump into Smilg ‘by accident’ at the air force base. According
to Smilg, they met a half dozen times afterwards for dinners with his wife. Stan even attended Smilg’s



wedding at the airbase in full Soviet uniform. The general commanding the base at the time saw nothing
untoward about a scientist working on top secret projects having as a friend a senior officer in the Red air
force.28 Stan also travelled further afield to the Lockheed and Douglas factories in California, informing
Moscow of his plans at each step of the way. The purpose of the trip was to establish new channels of
communication with the West Coast agents. In the future, American cut-out couriers from the illegal
network would do the leg-work.

•  •  •

In addition to administrating $11 billion of purchases, the Commission was a cover for large-scale
espionage activity. But the reach and success of the operation was placing a strain on resources. On 20
October 1943 Moscow Centre ordered a re-organisation ‘to form 3 independent stations with centers in
NY, Washington, and San Francisco, and one sub-station in LA under the authority of San Francisco.
There should be a special assistant on XY in each station.’29 It was quite a turnaround from the excuses
for inactivity offered in July 1942. The scale of the organisation could be glimpsed in a report sent on
that date to General Fitin, head of intelligence. It showed that at least twenty-two agents had been sent to
America and become active across various branches of industry involved in Lend Lease. Each agent was
a qualified engineer or specialist in his given field, able to perform alongside factory workers while
acquiring information and identifying potential sources. Each arrived knowing a code phrase, which was
normally a question, and had agreed on the answer to allow a controller to activate him.

The Purchasing Commission owed an enormous debt of gratitude to MIT, for the university had now
trained two of its most senior managers. Ivan Eremin, one of Stan’s former housemates from Boston had
arrived with his family in February 1942 to become its deputy head and take charge of the Department of
Heavy Industrial Equipment, working alongside Stan. ‘Rosty’ Rostarchuk, another housemate and now
the deputy chairman of AMTORG, was transferred to Washington the same month. It was quite a
reunion. Photographs show the Russians, dressed in sharp suits, with their charm to negotiate in English
billions of dollars of business deals, with the skills acquired in Boston a decade before. The number of
MIT alumni grew when the three spies Semyonov, Novikov and Yershov were transferred into the
Commission to join Stan. They were appointed group leaders of agents operating under cover in
factories.

On the aviation side, there were two priorities: Project ‘AIR’ aimed to discover the secrets of jet
engines and ‘RAINBOW’ those of radar. Bell Aviation, the Soviets’ primary supplier of fighter aircraft,
was responsible for designing and secretly building America’s first jet plane, the P-59 Airacomet,
powered by twin General Electric versions of the advanced British Whittle engine manufactured in
Syracuse. Assigned to work at Bell under the alias of Shevchenko, Stan’s deputy Raina built up a
network of sources in the aviation factories in Buffalo and nearby Syracuse.

When tested, the first American jet was a disappointment, its performance worse than a propeller-
driven plane. One of Raina’s sources, Professor Petroff, was head of aerodynamics at Curtiss-Wright,
which was also designing jets; he informed the Russians in June 1943 that the British were having much
greater success than the Americans:

Professor PETROV told ARSENY (Raina) that the development of aircraft construction in the ISLAND [UK] in
many [4 groups unrecovered] outstripped the COUNTRY [the US]. For this reason, a large group of the
COUNTRY’s aviation experts, including three from KEEL’s [Petroff] firm, was sent to the ISLAND to study the
experience.30

Ovakimian had transferred Yershov to London to establish a specialist S&T presence. The MIT
connection was used to roll out globally the intelligence-gathering model that had worked so well in the
US. Raina was taken to Wright Field in 1944 as a guest of Bell to witness a test flight of the top secret



jet. Later he was offered the opportunity to purchase the jet planes from Bell just as the US government
withdrew its funding for the project.

•  •  •

Even using cameras and microfilming the vast amount of material gathered was exhausting for the
agents. A solution to the problem of shipping intelligence material to Russia finally arrived in November
1942 with the opening of the air bridge. At Great Falls, the planes heading to Russia were loaded with
crates of diplomatic cargo. This was ‘Super Lend Lease’, a defector named Kravchenko was to tell
HUAC in 1949.31 The committee appeared particularly irritated that the Russians had been smuggling
out America’s pilfered secrets in US-supplied ships and planes. The defector described seeing

Big books like this, approximately (indicating) which contained many pictures of the aviation industry, the special
machines, special details, and so on. There were pictures and blueprints. Three large volumes in the Purchasing
Commission Office. This material was signed by General Belyaev, Alexander Rostarchuk. I know General Belyaev
took them when he flew to Moscow.32

The Russians also raided the US patent office. Russian officials were able to collect many industrial and
military inventions simply by buying the patents, an activity carried out in plain sight. Among the patent
reprints supplied to Russia, as listed by HUAC, were those for bomb sights, tanks, aircraft, ship controls,
bomb-dropping devices, helicopters, minesweepers, ammunition and bullet-resisting armour.

At Gore Field in Great Falls could be found a self-appointed, one-man guardian of American interests.
Major George Racey Jordan felt he could not stand idly by and watch the flood of secrets leave his
country without doing something. He describes how

Another ‘diplomatic’ cargo which arrived at Great Falls was a planeload of films. Colonel Stanislau Shumovsky,
the Russian in charge, tried to prevent me from making an inspection by flaunting a letter from the State
Department. I told him the letter did not apply to me. It was a letter authorising this Russian to visit any restricted
plant and to make motion pictures of intricate machinery and manufacturing processes. I looked over a half dozen
of the hundreds of cans of films. That one plane carried a tremendous amount of America’s technical know-how to
Russia.33

By November 1944 the New York Rezidentura could report back to Moscow that, thanks to American
propaganda and Soviet victories, ‘the agent situation for developing work in technical intelligence in
America at present is to be considered more favorable than at the start of the war’.34 An emerging interest
in the Soviet Union among American engineering and technical personnel had allowed talent spotters the
chance to circulate in the milieu of American experts and to recruit new agents:

Given the wartime labour shortages, progressive elements with a friendly attitude towards the Soviet Union and a
wish to provide us with assistance have had more opportunity to get jobs with businesses and institutions that they
couldn’t get into before the war. The rapid development of US industry during the war had led to the emergence of
many new businesses to fulfil military orders. These businesses have little experience in counter intelligence work
such as the safekeeping of secret diagrams, specifications, and documents. Crucially, the agent situation in the area
of ‘Enormous’ had become more favourable because ‘the range of scientists, engineers, and technicians allowed
into this work is expanding more and more with each passing day, thereby making counterintelligence work in this
area more difficult.35

By May 1943 Shumovsky was on his way home. He had completed his two missions. Aircraft were now
flowing in a steady stream to the front from American factories, and his secret work was going from
strength to strength. Unlike in 1939, he left behind a flourishing legacy of agents. At his departure, there
was a team of four in aviation to carry on his work. His deputy Raina had recruited a dozen active
sources. But Stan was still missed; no one was as good as him. The armaments specialist Belyaev (agent
MIKHAILOV), a fellow passenger on the storm-tossed convoys and now working at Douglas in



California, complained that ‘valuable intelligence was being lost’ since Stan had gone. He harked back to
the great days of 1942 when the pair had delivered ‘first-class intelligence’.36


